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Abstract: This study is part of a research program on the effect of separation of mother and offspring applied
to male rats for 5 minutes; 30 minutes and one hour, studying the consequences of stress on the behavior of
Wistar rats revealed by tests and open Field maze. And immune system. The observed time lag argue in favor
of an anxiogenic effect induced separation. The exploration of the open arms was significantly lower than the
control and confirms a probable depression. Also valued through rates lymphocytes immunosuppression
indicates an immune alteration compared to the control.
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INTRODUCTION Similarly following genetic and environmental factors,

According to the World Health Organization, mental obesity [5, 6].
disorders are expected to increase 50% in 2020, becoming Maternal separation / child is referred for a decade as
internationally one of the five leading causes of morbidity the main cause identified adolescent disorders.
in children. This increase is referred to as the crisis of the Understanding the mechanisms induced by this
twenty-first century [1]. stress has led many researchers to assess the situation in

Such periods as prenatal development, infancy, animals experimentally introducing a stress says stress of
childhood or adolescence are periods of high vulnerability separation. This was made possible by the introduction of
to stress. Exposure to stressors during these periods can new essentially neurobiological and behavioral
lead to hypersensitivity to stressors in adulthood to a approaches [7, 8].
more rapid onset and severe disease correlated [2]. Thus, critical periods could be identified during

It is affective disorders and anxiety that are according development and the intervention of stressors during
to the report most of this percentage. Overall estimated these periods, as the separation of mother and isolation,
one in four children suffer from emotional problems and would be involved in the development of visible long-term
personality disorders for various reasons (war, separation, problems [9].
parental death and divorce ... etc.) [3]. The period of brain growth that fits especially in the

The consequences of hype ractivation of stress last trimester of gestation in humans would possess
systems are physical and behavioral and physiological equivalent between the fifth and fifteenth day of
and behavioral manifestations neuropsychiatric. embryonic development in rats "[10].

Mental health is an essential component of human It has been demonstrated, in adult male rats become
health. A significant proportion of children and separated, compared to the unseparated adult rats:
adolescents (22% worldwide) suffer from mental illness,
that is to say some disorders of their mental activities, A behavioral response to various stresses
which interfere with their development, hindering their exacerbated face: acoustic stress [11,12], drafts [3],
academic learning and jeopardize their future by an impact confinement in a new environment [13], soft handling
on the quality of daily life [4]. stress [12].

hyper activation systems stress can lead to anorexia or
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Increased fear and face different new environments The rats are maintained in batches prepared under
anxiety: elevated plus maze [11].
A dysfonctionnment HPA axis hypothalamic-
pituitary-adrenal: the increased ACTH and
corticosterone hormone Adenocorticotropin
following stress responses [3, 11, 12, 14, 15] to be
related to a decrease in the negative feedback
normally exerted by glucocorticoids on HPA axis and
an increase in hippocampus mRNA levels of CRH or
CRF basal induced stress [14, 16].

It seems interesting to note that certain classes of
depressed humans have a disturbance in the regulation of
stress hormones going in the same direction [16,17].

The development of a preference for alcohol [3]

This separation model could therefore be used for
research on alcoholism in humans.

Our work focuses on behavioral and adaptive
changes in the rat is an attempt to identify the behavioral
parameters evaluated from the open feild and plus maz
and immune lymphocyte levels through rates. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Biological Material: The animals used in this study were
adult male rats Rattus rattus of the Wistar strain, class
nocturnal mammals of the order of rodents from Pasteur
Institute of Algiers. Gestation lasts 20 -23 days and litters
are 8 -14 youth. These pèsent5-7g, they are hairless and
blind  and  open their eyes between le12emeet le16eme
day; the coat grows to completely 10emejours. The young
people  can  be  separated  from the  mother  from  about
20 days.

Rats reach puberty between 50 and 60 days after
birth in both sexes, testicular descent occurs before
puberty, usually around the age of weaning. A rat can live
on average between 2 to 3 years depending on the strain,
sex and environmental conditions.

Terms of Breeding: The animals are acclimatized to the
conditions previously in our animal facility for the
duration of the experiment; being reared in cages
polyethylene.la litter is made of wood chips and changed
every two days. Because of the extreme susceptibility of
different system of these animals any kind of aggression;
which attached great importance to the environment and
conditions of daily handling.

the conditions of temperature 22°C, a humidity of 50% and
natural photoperiod. Water and food are ad libitum
present in cages suitable for bottles. These animals were
divided into four (04) experimental groups (group T, group
5, group 30 and group 1).

Methods
Protocol Separation: In an attempt to replicate as closely
as possible to promote the known diseases in humans
predicted circumstances have developed a number of
experimental animal models. And it is of fundamental
importance, in all species, the relationship between the
mother and the newborn in the harmonious development
of the latter underlying relevance model mother / newborn
separation.

These were used to try to describe the consequences
of early stress on the development of children. The
mother serves as the primary link between the
environment and the animal development; maternal
separation  could  therefore  have visible long-term
adverse consequences, cause alterations in neuronal
function,   manifested.    Maternal    deprivation  alters
both behavior and neurotransmitter systems in many
species.

There are several models of mother / newborn rat’s
separation.  They  differ  mainly  in  the separation time
(five minutes, thirty minutes, one hour). Induced changes
are different according to the protocol used for
separation.

Four pregnant females were individually high. The
day (D) of the birth of the young was named D0. Maternal
separation protocol began in D3. A D3, were conducted
from May to December batches pups and divided into
four experimental groups

Group T: no treatment.
Group 5: separation of 5 minutes.
Group 30: separation of 30 minutes.
Group 1: Separation of one hour.

Behavioral Analysis: The innate anxiety behavior is
fundamental  component  of  the  overall  behavior of
rodents is manifested by the elevation of the animal to
fear when placed under prior experience in an aversive
environment. This behavior can be assessed using
validated experimental devices, the most used are: the
open field (open field), elevated cross maze (plus maze).
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Evaluation of Exploratory Behavior in a Stressful Context Past time (s) in the open arms (OA) and closed arms (CA).
of the Open Field Test (The Open Field) [20]: The open Recovery time (s).
field  is  a device consisting of a large open rectangular Number of bowel movements.
box  (90  cm  x  70 cm x 60 cm x) in white and brightly lit Number of grooming (urine).
from above (500 lux). Black lines demarcating ground tiles
(10 x 10 cm) [20]. This is the most common. It involves Collection of Bloods: After decapitation, blood is taken in
placing the animal in a strange new environment, low EDTA tubes for analysis of NSF. The comparison will be
stimulation, having no possibility of escape or shelter. for all measured parameters versus controls.

The animal is then in a situation of social isolation,
which is already a stressful situation, or aversive Statistical Analysis: Results are expressed as mean and
situations. The first to have used is Hall in 1934. standard deviation and illustrated by charts and

Each rat was initially placed in one corner of the open histograms.
field, facing the corner head. His behavior was observed Using the ANOVA test we compared the averages
for 5 minutes. Five parameters were measured by the for each variable depending on the treatment in use.these
experimenter: calculations were performed with the help of MINITAB

Time spent in the center in seconds.
Time spent in the preferred in seconds. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The total number of adjustments (animal positioned on
both legs AI early age, the brain has a high plasticity which
Posterior right balance in vacuum or against a wall). makes it very sensitive to prenatal or postnatal
The total number of grooming. environmental programming. This programming can alter
The total number of bowel movements. brain homeostasis and thus influence the reactivity of the

Thus, this test assesses the ability of exploratory rat to new situations, but also during aging [23].
in a stressful environment. The number of adjustments The effects of perinatal events can be very nature
reflects  its  exploratory  activity  and   emotional  state. divergent as more or less invasive stimulation. Neonatal
The other parameters are rather indications of emotional stimulation of the animal handling (handling) or by
state. maternal care leads to adulthood, a decrease in the HPA

Test of the Maze (Plus Maze) [21,22]: In the test, each rat by a neuroprotective effect body learning deficits
was initially positioned at the center of the maze located associated with age [24, 25]. On the contrary, prolonged
at the intersection of the four arms, the head facing one of maternal separation may have adverse effects in
the open arms (OA); had free access to all four arms for a adulthood, including increased HPA response and
period of 5 min. The maze was placed in a soundproof increased memory deficits [26, 27]. The main function of
room. The experimenter visualized the behavior of rats the HPA system is to ensure the body's response to
outside of the room with a video camera; he raised the stressors, but it also plays an important role in the
number of visits and time spent respectively in (OA) and regulation of many physiological functions, including
the closed arms (CA); visit was recorded when the rat had food intake, anxiety and learning. Since the HPA axis is
all four paws in an arm. particularly sensitive to perinatal programming, regulation

The results were expressed as: neonatal environmental factors [23].
Number of entries into the open arms and closed arms. Maternal separation has persistent effects on
Number for entry into the proximal portions of the open different neural systems HPA axis and behavior, which
arms and closed arms. were studied in adult rats. The body weight of these
Number of entries into the distal portions of the open animals is generally decreased regardless of age
arms and closed arms. separation [28- 31] Stress can cause behavior aggressive
Number of recovery. reactions of fear, passivity and also inhibit reproductive
Past time (s) in the center. behavior (libido) and appetite [32].

software analysis and statistical data processing.

organism to stressful stimuli, their behavioral responses

response, a reduction in the fear of the new and protected

of these physiological functions may be altered by
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Fig. 1: Changes in rates of lymphocytes and monocytes of treatment and control groups (n = 4) (LY: lymphocytes; MN:
monocytes)

P: level of significance (P LY: 0.330; P MN: 0011).
*: Significant difference separated vs control (p  0.05).
ns: non-significant difference vs control separate (p  0.05).

Table 1: Behavior settings and control groups recorded more maze treaties
Rat’s
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Group 5 mn (n=9) Group 30 mn (n=5) Group 1 h (n=4) Group t (n=4) P
Number of entries into the open arms 3.555 ± 1.943 2.8 ± 2.387 2.75 ± 2.5 2.25 ± 05 0.718 ns
Number of entries into the closed arms 3.777 ± 3.855 2.4 ± 2.073 2.5 ± 1.290 2.75 ± 0.957 0.430 ns
Number of entries into the proximal portions of with open arms 5.777 ± 3.032 4.00 ± 3.535 3.75 ± 3.304 3.75 ± 0.957 0.533 ns
Number of entries into the proximal portions of the arms closed 8.00 ± 4.795 6.2 ± 5.263 5.00 ± 3.651 5.5 ± 1.732 0.633 ns
Number of entries into the open arms of the distal 2.333 ± 1.5 1.4 ± 1.140 1.00 ± 0.81 1.75 ± 0.957 0.315 ns
Number of entries into the distal portions of arm closed 5.666 ± 3.082 3.8 ± 3.033 3.25 ± 2.217 3 ± 0.816 0.289 ns
Time spent in the center(s) 0.396 ± 0.272 0.074 ± 0.068 0.467 ± 0.327 0.517 ±0.509 0.153 ns
Time spent in closed arm(s) 0.682 ± 0.581 1.38 ± 2.060 0.52 ± 0.59 3.3 ± 1.241 0.557ns
Time spent in open arms (s) 3.973 ± 0.779 3.536 ± 2.021 3.997 ± 0.817 1.172±0.779 0.773 ns
Temps de redressement(s) 0.074 ± 0.051 0.144 ± 0.111 0.057 ± 0.045 0.092±0.022 0.221 ns
Number of recovery 0.666 ± 1.118 7.00 ± 5.612 3.5 ± 2.380 7.25±1.5 0.468 ns
Number of bowel movements 0.222 ± 0.440 2.80 ± 3.033 4.00 ± 2.160 0.5±0.577 0.22 ns
Number of urination (action of urine) 6.333 ± 3.535 0.2 ± 0.447 0.25 ± 0.5 1.25±0.957 0.035 *
P: level of significance.
*: Significant difference separated vs control (p  0.05).
ns: non-significant difference vs control separate (p  0.05).

These animals exhibited signs of lower anxiety, they harmonious development of that which underlies the
spent  less  time  in  the  central  part  (00  ±  00 S lot VS relevance of animal models of separating mother /
0.07  ±  0.034  T  lot) and more time in the peripheral part newborn that are being developed. This separation is an
(lot S 5.00 VS 0 ± 4.92 ± 0.029 lot T) as the number of high early stress, because it occurs during a period of intense
defecation (4.00 ± 2.160 S lot lot VS 1.5 ± 2.380 T). This neuronal development, is likely to cause abnormal brain
indicator behavior of an advanced state of stress, function sustainably. These models are designed to try to
confirms the importance of the mother-offspring [33]. describe the adverse behavioral and neurobiological

Glucocorticoids regulate the electrical activity of consequences of early stress on development. In
certain  neurons  in  the  hippocampus, which could contrast, longer separations greater than or equal to 3
explain  the  behavior  change   involving  limbic hours per day, amplify behavioral responses to stress
structures (such as loco motor activity, memory or [34].
anxiety) [32]. he test results at the Open Field show a different

This is the fundamental importance in all species, the behavior changes between the control groups and
relationship between the mother and the newborn in the separate groups (stress) [35].
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Table 2: Parameters of behavioral treatment and control groups recorded in open Field.
Rats
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Variables Lot 5 mn (n=9) Lot 30 mn (n=5) Lot 1 h (n=4) Lot t (n=4) P
Time in the periphery (s) 4.972 ± 0.332 4.956 ± 4.049 5.00 ± 0 4.92±0.029 0.016 *
Time in the center (s) 0.260 ± 0.329 0.038 ± 0.037 00 ± 00 0.07± 0.034 0.038 *
Recovery time (s) 0.0675 ± 0.069 0.144 ± 0.105 0.062± 0.105 1.182 ± 0.029 0.26 ns
Number of adjustments 4.375 ± 3.777 8.6 ± 4.159 4.25 ± 6.652 14.25 ± 2.753 0.09 *
Number of defecations 2.75 ± 2.121 3.8 ± 2.489 4.00 ± 2.160 1.5 ± 2.380 0.382 ns
Number of urination (action of urine) 0.25 ± 0.462 00 ± 00 0.25 ± 0.5 0.25 ± 0.5 0.721 ns
P: level of significance.
 *: Significant difference separated vs control (p  0.05).
 ns: non-significant difference vs control separate (p  0.05).

The test Open Field with the parameters to study and changes in health status. These disorders may be
seems to validate inappropriate anxiety in animals treated increased by a direct effect of behavioral changes such as
with the test against more Maze shows significant the reduction of muscle activity measured by the test of
differences compared with controls regarding: the open field. This string can be aggravated by brain

Time in the periphery, while in the center, a number of disorders homeostasis cytokines that may they be
recovery. generators of stress, both directly and through the

Separation alters the exploratory nature that environmental effects they induce [40].
characterizes the ethogram rodents. This loss of activity Thus it appears that the stress of separation mother
is accompanied by an immune stimulation especially for offspring, leads to a behavioral disturbance at the
group 1 hour compared to C. junction of anxiety and boosts the immune system. It

Observations show that time passes in the central should be in the light of these results to master the tests
and peripheral indicate a time of high anxiety and and the separation time where those 5 minutes and 30
immobility higher number of defecation down are the main minutes seem inconclusive.
defensive response in rats [36]. These parameters Analysis of the variables obtained in the standard
characterize any animal initially placed in a threatening elevated plus maze shows that separate animals (stress)
situation or potentially threatening [37]. As against the are longer in the central portion and the open arms.
time spent in the corners is a security zone [36, 35]. According to these high time the state of anxiety is

Immune appreciated through variations of decreed in rodents [36,37]. But in the absence of statistical
lymphocyte clearly indicate a set of tracks that integrate significance due to test the device more Maze seems
the immune system in place of the control loop of inappropriate to assess depression in separate groups.
homeostasis. Three major systems integration allow the
body of vertebrates adapted to function in the outside CONCLUSION
environment and they also ensure the integration of
signals and homeostasis within the body. These are the At the end of the work on the effects of stress on
nervous systems (SN), endocrine (SE) and immune (SI) behavioral and adaptive capacity in the rat we can move
[38]. Other studies have shown immune changes in rats a certain number of tracks that remain to be explored. The
subjected to a restraint stress [39]. stress of separation installs a fairly convincing anxiety

The Values obtained for the separate animals were and depression which, in turn interfere with all the
significantly higher than the control (64,825 ± 10,712) and cognitive and immune function.
separated (72.92 ± 3.45, 67.37 ± 9.283). Immune  activation The immune system in relation to the other two
prepares the animal to the confrontation of an aversive systems  homeostatic  regulation  responds  to  the types
situation and lays the groundwork for a probable of stress states and states of anxiety and fear
anticipation [40]. conditioning.

The sympathetic axis is deemed to take effect more In view of this preliminary study should be
quickly  than  the  adrenal  axis on the immune system. conducted an experiment with a time of larger (> 1 hour)
Two other routes are likely to occur: the endocrine system separation. The assays to be performed concern the HPA
and the immune system itself. This immune impairment axis (mainly cortisol), followed by a more comprehensive
itself will produce an increased susceptibility to disease immune assessment.
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